Once Upon A Happy Ending An Anthology Of
Reimagined Fairy Tales
Getting the books Once Upon A Happy Ending An Anthology Of Reimagined Fairy Tales now
is not type of challenging means. You could not single-handedly going when books addition or library
or borrowing from your links to contact them. This is an utterly easy means to specifically get guide
by on-line. This online broadcast Once Upon A Happy Ending An Anthology Of Reimagined Fairy
Tales can be one of the options to accompany you once having further time.
It will not waste your time. agree to me, the e-book will categorically declare you new thing to read.
Just invest tiny times to way in this on-line declaration Once Upon A Happy Ending An Anthology
Of Reimagined Fairy Tales as competently as evaluation them wherever you are now.

Sword Stone Table - Swapna Krishna 2021-07-13
From the vast lore surrounding King Arthur,
Camelot, and the Knights of the Round Table,
comes an anthology of gender-bent, race-bent,
LGBTQIA+ inclusive retellings. Featuring stories
by: Alexander Chee • Preeti Chhibber • Roshani
Chokshi • Sive Doyle • Maria Dahvana Headley
• Ausma Zehanat Khan • Daniel M. Lavery • Ken
Liu • Sarah MacLean • Silvia Moreno-Garcia •
Jessica Plummer • Anthony Rapp • Waubgeshig
Rice • Alex Segura • Nisi Shawl • S. Zainab
Williams Here you’ll find the Lady of the Lake
reimagined as an albino Ugandan sorceress and
the Lady of Shalott as a wealthy, isolated woman
in futuristic Mexico City; you'll see Excalibur
rediscovered as a baseball bat that grants a
washed-up minor leaguer a fresh shot at glory
and as a lost ceremonial drum that returns to a
young First Nations boy the power and the
dignity of his people. There are stories set in
Gilded Age Chicago, '80s New York, twenty-first
century Singapore, and space; there are lesbian
lady knights, Arthur and Merlin reborn in the
modern era for a second chance at saving the
world and falling in love—even a coffee shop AU.
Brave, bold, and groundbreaking, the stories in
Sword Stone Table will bring fresh life to
beloved myths and give long-time fans a chance
to finally see themselves in their favorite
legends.
Once Upon an Ever After - Angela N. Blount
2014-10-16
Short stories which follow-up the author's
memoir Once upon a road trip.
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Rags & Bones - Melissa Marr 2013-10-22
The best writers of our generation retell classic
tales. From Sir Edmund Spenser's The Faerie
Queene to E. M. Forster's "The Machine Stops,"
literature is filled with sexy, deadly, and
downright twisted tales. In this collection,
award-winning and bestselling authors
reimagine their favorite classic stories, the ones
that have inspired, awed, and enraged them, the
ones that have become ingrained in modern
culture, and the ones that have been too long
overlooked. They take these stories and boil
them down to their bones, and reassemble them
for a new generation of readers. Written from a
twenty-first century perspective and set within
the realms of science fiction, dystopian fiction,
fantasy, and realistic fiction, these short stories
are as moving and thought provoking as their
originators. They pay homage to groundbreaking
literary achievements of the past while
celebrating each author's unique perception and
innovative style. Today's most acclaimed authors
use their own unique styles to rebuild the twelve
timeless stories: Sir Edmund Spenser's The
Faerie Queene - Saladin Ahmed W. W. Jacobs's
"The Monkey's Paw" - Kelley Armstrong Joseph
Sheridan Le Fanu's "Carmilla" - Holly Black
"Sleeping Beauty" - Neil Gaiman The Brothers
Grimm's "Rumpelstiltskin" - Kami Garcia Kate
Chopin's The Awakening - Melissa Marr Rudyard
Kipling's "The Man Who Would Be King" - Garth
Nix Henry James's "The Jolly Corner" - Tim Pratt
E. M. Forster's "The Machine Stops" - Carrie
Ryan Horace Walpole's The Castle of Otranto 1/10
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Margaret Stohl William Seabrook's "The Caged
White Werewolf of the Saraban" - Gene Wolfe
Nathaniel Hawthorne's "The Birth-Mark" - Rick
Yancey And six illustrations by Charles Vess
Love after the End - Joshua Whitehead
2020-10-27
Lambda Literary Award winner This exciting and
groundbreaking fiction anthology showcases a
number of new and emerging 2SQ (Two-Spirit
and queer Indigenous) writers from across
Turtle Island. These visionary authors show how
queer Indigenous communities can bloom and
thrive through utopian narratives that detail the
vivacity and strength of 2SQness throughout its
plight in the maw of settler colonialism’s
histories. Here, readers will discover bioengineered AI rats, transplanted trees in space,
the rise of a 2SQ resistance camp, a primer on
how to survive Indigiqueerly, virtual reality
applications, motherships at sea, and the very
bending of space-time continuums queered
through NDN time. Love after the End
demonstrates the imaginatively queer Two-Spirit
futurisms we have all been dreaming of since
1492. Contributors include Darcie Little Badger,
Mari Kurisato, Kai Minosh Pyle, David Alexander
Robertson, and jaye simpson.
Maitland Maternity Christmas - Muriel Jensen
2004
This brand-new anthology revisits the favorite
Texas family. Hugh Blake, the soon-to-bestepfather of the Maitland clan, is determined to
be a grandfather. Having produced three highperforming offspring of his own, he decides to
give them a Christmas wake-up call.
Once Upon an Eid - S. K. Ali 2020-05-05
A joyous short story collection by and about
Muslims, edited by New York Times bestselling
author Aisha Saeed and Morris finalist S. K. Ali
Once Upon an Eid is a collection of short stories
that showcases the most brilliant Muslim voices
writing today, all about the most joyful holiday of
the year: Eid! Eid: The short, single-syllable
word conjures up a variety of feelings and
memories for Muslims. Maybe it’s waking up to
the sound of frying samosas or the comfort of
bean pie, maybe it’s the pleasure of putting on a
new outfit for Eid prayers, or maybe it’s the gift
giving and holiday parties to come that day.
Whatever it may be, for those who cherish this
day of celebration, the emotional responses may
once-upon-a-happy-ending-an-anthology-of-reimagined-fairy-tales

be summed up in another short and sweet word:
joy. The anthology will also include a poem,
graphic-novel chapter, and spot illustrations.
The full list of Once Upon an Eid contributors
include: G. Willow Wilson (Alif the Unseen, Ms.
Marvel), Hena Khan (Amina's Voice, Under My
Hijab), N. H. Senzai (Shooting Kabul, Escape
from Aleppo), Hanna Alkaf (The Weight of Our
Sky), Rukhsana Khan (Big Red Lollipop), Randa
Abdel-Fattah (Does My Head Look Big in This?),
Ashley Franklin (Not Quite Snow White), Jamilah
Thompkins-Bigelow (Mommy's Khimar), Candice
Montgomery (Home and Away, By Any Means
Necessary), Huda Al-Marashi (First Comes
Marriage), Ayesha Mattu, Asmaa Hussein, and
Sara Alfageeh.
Frozen: A Winter Romance Anthology Rhonda Brutt 2017-10-19
11 stories of love, relationships, and romance,
including The Ice Hotel Wedding Test, Lord of
Ice, Frozen Moments, Frozen In Time, Frozen
with Possibilities, Frozen Heart Thawing, Frozen
Dreams, Her Frozen Heart, The Thawing of
Holly's Heart.
Once Upon a Galaxy - Wil McCarthy 2002
Some of today's leading science fiction and
fantasy authors--including Gregory Benford,
Fiona Patton, Richard Friesen, Tanya Huff,
Bruce Holland Rogers, and Michelle West,
among others--present their own innovative new
version of such classic fairy tales as "Sleeping
Beauty," "Goldilocks," and "The Emperor's New
Clothes." Original.
Twisted Fairy Tales Anthology - Alex Clark
2017-04-27
Be warned. This quest is not for the faint of
heart. Turn back now if you doubt your
conviction, for the journey is perilous and the
beasts unforgiving. Well then...if it is adventure
that you seek the path lies ahead. Travel with us
down a dark and winding road. We'll guide you
through the Twisted Fairy Tale Forest where
demons lurk and dark magic reigns. Steel your
mind and guard your heart, brave one, for an
ancient evil from a forgotten realm hides deep
within the shadows. Fallen angels fly on dark
wings. Creatures great and small stalk their prey
from afar, waiting for the perfect moment to
strike. Fear not. There is goodness here for
those who truly see. Heroes conquer and love
prevails...but, all is not as it seems and not every
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fairy tale has a happy ending. The Twisted Fairy
Tales Anthology is a collection of short stories
written by a talented group of young authors.
They have taken the world of classic fairy tales
and tilted it on its axis to bring you some of the
most imaginative, often terrifying, retellings
you'll ever read. Contributing Authors: J.M.
Bach, Alex Clark, Makayla Desmit, Lauren Frick,
Alexander Hartman, Madeleine Harris, Faith
Hays, Polaris Jimenez, Emily Lorenzen, and Grey
Nebel. Alternate Ending Publications, Copyright
2017
The Princess Companion - Melanie Cellier
2019-03-06
Second Print Edition (US spelling) of The
Princess Companion: A Retelling of the Princess
and the Pea by Melanie Cellier
Blood and Snow - RaShelle Workman 2019-06-08
A wicked queen with a blood-sucking request. A
hot new guy at the Academy. Will Snow get her
happily ever after, or will she wind up killing her
crush? Vampires? Magic? I didn’t believe in fairy
tales. That was my first mistake. My name is
Snow White. At the Academy, I’m the butt of
jokes and the klutz no one wants to date until
Chace Charming walks into my life and changes
everything. Now I’m different. Now I let a
complete stranger drink my blood. Not only that,
but the vampire queen wants to claim me as her
next victim, and the only way to stop her is to
become something not quite human. With my life
turned upside down, it’s clear the supernatural
is everywhere, and the pull to become a vampire
is irresistible. I must decide whether to remain
in the mundane realm of humans or change into
the creature I was marked to be. ★★★ Blood and
Snow is the first book in the #1 bestselling
Seven Magics Academy series. If you like
unputdownable storytelling, well developed
characters, and vampires with a great romance,
then you'll love RaShelle Workman's fast-paced
and fun reimagined fairy tale. ★★★ ✓ #1 in
Paranormal Fantasy ✓ #1 in Horror ✓ #1 in Teen
Romance ✓ #1 in Science Fiction & Fantasy ✓ #1
in Fairy Tales & Folklore Scroll up and download
Blood and Snow today! ♥ __________ The Seven
Magics Academy Series: Blood and Snow Fate
and Magic Queen of the Vampires Deadly Witch
Royal Witch Vampire Lies Vampire Secret
Vampires and Gargoyles Vampires and Dragons
Vampire Magics ___________ Other series in this
once-upon-a-happy-ending-an-anthology-of-reimagined-fairy-tales

same world: A Beauty so Beastly Hidden
Princess Broken Curse Stolen Magic Alice in
Demonland Alice Fights Demonland Alice Takes
Demonland Alice Ignites Demonland
Once Upon a Time - Theodora Goss 2013
Features both new interpretations of and
original stories inspired by traditional fairy tales.
Deadcore - Randy Chandler 2010-09
DEADCORE: 4 HARDCORE ZOMBIE NOVELLAS
Join authors Randy Chandler, Ben Cheetham,
Edward M. Erdelac, and David James Keaton as
they unleash the carnage while breathing new
life, and death, into the zombie genre.
FANGORIA MAGAZINE REVIEW "As the book’s
title indicates, DEADCORE achieves all
extremes. Violent, perverse, depraved—and, as
such, quite recommended." THE STORIES DEAD
JUJU BY RANDY CHANDLER He's the mystery
man on the news. Where he shows up, the shit
goes down. The dead are rising, the immigration
issue has reached the boiling point, the living
are screwed, and unspeakable acts are being
performed upon all involved. In this tale of
Zombies Gone Wild, yes the dead walk but just
where the hell are they going and why? Dead
Juju gives you the hardcore truth, if you're ghoul
enough to handle it. NIGHT OF THE JIKININKI
BY EDWARD M. ERDELAC After a comet is
observed in the western sky of feudal Japan, a
murdered inmate rises from the dead and
attacks his fellow prisoners. Three disparate
men: a casteless bandit, a mad, child-eating
monk, and a renowned but sadistic samurai band
together to escape the walled and moatsurrounded prison as it fills with the walking and
ravenous dead. ZEE BEE & BEE (A.K.A.
PROPELLER HATS FOR THE DEAD) BY DAVID
JAMES KEATON At a "Zombie Bed & Breakfast"
tourist trap, guests pay for the thrill of a staged
zombie assault during an apocalyptic scenario,
acted out by sluggish hotel workers who are
well-versed in the zombie genre. But soon the
script doesn't go as planned, the guests become
uncooperative, and the actors are taking their
roles very seriously these days. ZOMBIE SAFARI
BY BEN CHEETHAM Survivors of a zombie
apocalypse have carved out new existences on
islands, only visiting the mainland to hunt
zombies. But things start to go wrong. Zombies
don't die as they should. Hunters go missing. A
trip that's supposed to be fun turns into a
3/10
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struggle for survival as four men make a
discovery that causes them to question not only
what it means to be a zombie, but what it means
to be human.
Harlequin Presents October 2017 - Box Set 2 of
2 - Maisey Yates 2017-10-01
Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of
four new titles! This Presents box set includes:
THE ITALIAN'S PREGNANT PRISONER Once
Upon a Seduction… by Maisey Yates Freed from
imprisonment, Charlotte Adair finds the only
man she's ever loved. But billionaire Rafe
believes she betrayed him, and is bent on a
vengeful seduction! When her pregnancy is
revealed, Rafe steals Charlotte away. Now Rafe
must seduce her into compliance! UNDONE BY
THE BILLIONAIRE DUKE by Caitlin Crews
Eleanor Andrews refuses to see gorgeous Hugo,
Duke of Grovesmoor as anything but her boss!
Hugo might be jaded and cynical, but innocent
Eleanor fires his blood—and he can't turn down
the challenge to unbutton his uptight employee!
BOUND BY THE MILLIONAIRE'S RING The
Sauveterre Siblings by Dani Collins Millionaire
Ramon Sauveterre will do anything to keep the
spotlight off his family. Including faking an
engagement to his head of PR, Isidora Garcia!
She never forgave Ramon for breaking her
heart. But resisting Ramon's heated touch
proves utterly impossible! THE VIRGIN'S
SHOCK BABY One Night With Consequences by
Heidi Rice Megan never expected her plan to
discover Dario De Rossi's business plans would
lead to his bed! When Megan is violently
punished he's honor-bound to protect her. But
Megan has amnesia, believes they're in
love…and she's also carrying his baby! Be sure
to collect Harlequin® Presents' October2017
Box Set 1 of 2!
Once Upon a Tiara & Henry Ever After Carrie Alexander 2014-11-15
A rip-roaring royal romp! Once Upon a Tiara by
Carrie Alexander Red-Hot Royals Princess Lili
Brunner can't wait to be all-American while at a
museum opening in the U.S. Although she does
have some royal duties to attend to, they aren't
that important. But instead of falling for hot
dogs and cotton candy, Lili's more intrigued by
museum curator Simon Tremayne. She knows
there's more to this frog than meets the eye.
Could a kiss from a princess awaken the prince
once-upon-a-happy-ending-an-anthology-of-reimagined-fairy-tales

beneath…? Henry Ever After by Carrie
Alexander Red-Hot Royals Blue Cloud,
Pennsylvania, is a nice quiet town, and Sheriff
Henry Russell likes it that way. Unfortunately
it's much easier keeping the peace when he
doesn't have a tempting Gypsy named Jana
stirring the pot. With a set of crown jewels in
town, Henry needs to stay on his toes. But how
can he expect Jana to keep her hands off the
jewels when he can't keep his hands off her!
Once Upon a Road Trip - Angela N. Blount
2013-08
Eighteen-year-old Angeli doesn't "fit in." She's
never been on a single date, and she lives
vicariously through an online world of
storytelling. With the pressures of choosing a
practical future path bearing down, she needs a
drastic change. Too old to run away from home,
she opts instead to embark on a solo 2-month
road trip. But her freedom is tempered by
loneliness - and anxiety tests her resolve as she
comes face-to-face with her quirky internet
friends. Aside from contracting mono and
repeatedly getting herself lost, Angeli's
adventure is mired by more unforeseen glitches like being detained by Canadian authorities, and
a near-death experience at the hands of an
overzealous amateur wrestler. Her odyssey is
complicated further when she unwittingly earns
the affections of two young men. One a
privileged martial artist; the other a talented
techie with a colorful past. Bewildered by the
emotions they stir, Angeli spurns the idea of a
doomed long-distance relationship. But she is
unprepared for the determination of her hopeful
suitors. In the wake of her refusal, one man will
betray her, and the other will prove himself
worthy of a place in her future. Angeli sets off in
search of a better understanding of herself, the
world, and her place in it. What she finds is an
impractical love, with the potential to restore
her faith in happy endings. A true story with an
unapologetically honest outlook on life, love,
faith, and adventure - Once Upon A Road Trip is
a coming-of-age memoir.
Once Upon a Broken Heart - Stephanie Garber
2021-09-28
The instant #1 New York Times bestseller! Once
Upon a Broken Heart marks the launch of a new
series from beloved author Stephanie Garber
about love, curses, and the lengths that people
4/10
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will go to for happily ever after For as long as
she can remember, Evangeline Fox has believed
in true love and happy endings...until she learns
that the love of her life will marry another.
Desperate to stop the wedding and to heal her
wounded heart, Evangeline strikes a deal with
the charismatic, but wicked, Prince of Hearts. In
exchange for his help, he asks for three kisses,
to be given at the time and place of his choosing.
But after Evangeline’s first promised kiss, she
learns that bargaining with an immortal is a
dangerous game — and that the Prince of Hearts
wants far more from her than she’d pledged. He
has plans for Evangeline, plans that will either
end in the greatest happily ever after, or the
most exquisite tragedy...
PENGOPIA II ANTHOLOGY - 1963
Singer's Musical Theatre Anthology Volume 4 - Hal Leonard Corp. 2006-01-01
(Vocal Collection). 37 songs, including:
Bewitched * Children Will Listen * He Plays the
Violin * He Was Too Good to Me * Home * I
Could Be Happy with You * I Have Dreamed * I
like Him * I Wonder What Became of Me * It's a
Most Unusual Day * A Lovely Night * On the
Steps of the Palace * One Boy (Girl) * The Song
Is You * Speak Low * We Kiss in a Shadow * Why
Do I Love You? * Why Was I Born? * and more.
There are no song duplications from any of the
previous volumes. All songs are written in the
original keys, in authentic voice with piano
accompaniment. Also includes a Foreword, and
an extensive section of show facts and plot notes
about the shows.
The King's Avatar 10 Anthology - Butterfly Blue
In the online game Glory, Ye Xiu is regarded as a
textbook and a top-tier pro-player. However, due
to a myriad reasons, he is kicked from the team.
After leaving the professional scene, he finds
work in an Internet Cafe as a manager. When
Glory launches its tenth server, he who
possesses ten years of gaming experience once
again throws himself into the game. Bringing
with him the memories of his past and an
incomplete, self-made weapon, his return along
the road to the summit begins! After fighting
and scheming, who snatched away my glory?
Under the tossing of the wind and rain, my
dreams shall still appear as though they had
never been shattered. In all its splendor, the
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path shall never be lost. Before the gazes of
millions, this is where I return!
Kaleidoscope Anthology One - 2004
The Eternal Kiss - Tricia Telep 2010-06
There's an allure to vampire tales that have
seduced readers for generations. From Bram
Stoker to Stephanie Meyer and beyond, vampire
stories are here to stay. For those fresh-blooded
fans of paranormal romance or for those whose
hunt and hunger never dies, these stories have
what readers want! This collection of original
tales comes from some of the hottest, most
popular, and best-selling YA writers, including:
Holly Black (The Spiderwick Chronicles, Tithe),
Libba Bray (A Great and Terrible Beauty),
Melissa De La Cruz (Blue Blood), Cassandra
Clare (City of Bones), Rachel Caine (Morganville
Vampires), Nancy Holder and Debbie Viguie
(Wicked), Cecil Castellucci (Boy Proof, Queen of
Cool), Kelley Armstrong (Women of Otherworld),
Maria V. Snyder, Sarah Rees Brennan, Lili St.
Crow, Karen Mahoney and Dina James....They
will make everyone a sucker for eternal kisses.
Fools In Love - Rebecca Barrow 2021-12-07
Join fifteen bestselling, award-winning, and upand-coming authors as they reimagine some of
the most popular tropes in the romance genre.
Fake relationships. Enemies to lovers. Love
triangles and best friends, mistaken identities
and missed connections. This collection of genrebending and original stories celebrates how love
always finds a way, featuring powerful flora, a
superhero and his nemesis, a fantastical sled
race through snow-capped mountains, a golf
tournament, the wrong ride-share, and even the
end of the world. With stories written by
Rebecca Barrow, Ashley Herring Blake, Gloria
Chao, Mason Deaver, Sara Farizan, Claire Kann,
Malinda Lo, Hannah Moskowitz, Natasha Ngan,
Rebecca Podos, Lilliam Rivera, Laura Silverman,
Amy Spalding, Rebecca Kim Wells, and Julian
Winters this collection is sure to sweep you off
your feet.
Storytelling for Young Adults - Gail De Vos 2003
Discover tales that teens love to hear and
perform. This guide suggests hundreds of smart,
colorful tales, complete with brief plot
summaries and bibliographic information.
Hansel and Gretel: Devil Children - Jamie
Campbell
5/10
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Please note: This is a novella. Shorter fiction is a
fun and quick read, not a full length novel.
History is told from one person’s perspective.
Sometimes they don’t get it right. Imagine
marrying the man of your dreams, living in a
cute little cabin in the woods, and your
stepchildren trying to kill you. Confronted by the
evil children, an innocent stepmother tries
desperately to show her husband his kids’ true
nature. When he doesn’t believe her, she must
take matters into her own hands. Can she defeat
the evil children, or will the stepmother be the
one thrust into a burning hot oven at the end of
the day? A wicked twist to the story of Hansel
and Gretel, told completely from the point of
view of the stepmother. Also in the Fairy Tales
Retold series: Cinderella is Evil Saving Rapunzel
Killing Snow White Ugly Sleeping Beauty The
Beast with no Beauty I Love Little Red
Fate's Fables - T. Rae Mitchell 2020-09-15
Fate can hardly tell what's real and what's not.
She's been spelled and mysteriously trapped
within a menacing storybook realm bound by the
Book of Fables. Her only escape is to travel
through each grim fairy tale and change them
into happily-ever-afters. Can Fate survive long
enough to write her own happy ending, or will
she spell her doom?
Once Upon a Curse - Peter S. Beagle 2012-12
Gorgeous, haunting, and a wonder to read San
Francisco Book Review An appealing way to
rediscover the classic tales Publishers Weekly A
beautiful addition to the adventurous fairy tale
fan s shelf Portland Book Review STEP INTO
THE WORLD OF MYTH AND MAGIC Fair
maidens, handsome princes, witches, and fairy
godmothers all show their dark and dangerous
side in this anthology inspired by myths and
fairy tales, retold by some of the best authors in
this generation and by some upcoming new
talents. Told with a dark twist, focused on the
lure of the gorgeous evil, this collection will take
the readers on a wild ride through magical
realms of Ancient Greece, old Russia, medieval
Europe, and modern day America.
Once Upon a Rose - Laura Florand 2015-01-26
She stole his roses. Fleeing the spotlight, burnt
out rock star Layla—“Belle”—Dubois seeks
refuge in the south of France. That old, halfforgotten heritage in a valley of roses seems like
a good place to soothe a wounded heart. She
once-upon-a-happy-ending-an-anthology-of-reimagined-fairy-tales

certainly doesn’t expect the most dangerous
threat to her heart to pounce on her as soon as
she sets foot on the land. He wants them back.
Matt didn’t mean to growl at her quite that
loudly. But—his roses! She can’t have his roses.
Even if she does have all those curls and green
eyes and, and, and…what was he growling about
again? Or maybe he just wants her. When an
enemy invades his valley and threatens his
home, heart, and livelihood, Matthieu Rosier
really knows only one way to defend himself. It
might involve kissing. And that might be just the
start. Praise for Laura Florand’s novels “A
poignant, lovely, moving, authentic story.” –
Virginia Kantra, NYT bestselling author “Sweet,
sexy, and all around delicious. I’m addicted. I
can’t wait for the next book.” – Nalini Singh,
NYT bestselling author “Chocolate, Paris, and a
Greek god for a hero; this delectable confection
has it all!” – Library Journal Starred Review
“(Florand) captures the nature of love, its fierce,
soul-warming necessity, in a way that will make
you as happy as the finest bonbon could.” – The
Barnes & Noble Review, a Best Book of the Year
“Florand outdoes herself with this exquisite
confection… painstakingly crafted and decadent
as the sweets it portrays, leaving the reader
longing for just one little taste.” – Publishers
Weekly Starred Review “Adorable, charming,
whimsical.” – Smexy Books “Romance at its
strongest and most powerful.” – Dear Author,
Recommended Read “A delectable summer
bonbon.” – NPR Books
Once Upon a Blind Date - Wendy Markham
2004
Maggie is best buddies with Dominic, Charlie is
best friends with Julie. Through the magic of the
Internet, they set up their pals on the most
romantic blind date ever. Naturally, Maggie and
Charlie tag along for moral support -- what are
best friends for?
On Consecrated Ground Once Upon a Christmas - Sarah Morgan
2018-09-10
Indulge with these irresistible and heartwarming Christmas romances by USA Today
bestselling author Sarah Morgan! What’s your
number one Christmas wish? Bryony’s daughter
has put a dad on her Christmas list. That leaves
Bryony with one month to find the perfect man,
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so this year she’s wishing for a miracle! While
she’s looking for love, her best friend Helen is
doing the opposite.Her Christmas wish is to
forget all about the white dress hanging in her
wardrobe — and her faithless rat of a fiancé.
Sally was heartbroken when Tom ended their
relationship. Now she’s back—working in his
department as the new midwife. When Tom
realises he wants Sally back in his life, she
refuses to risk her heart a second time. But Tom
has decided that this time he wants it all…
Helen, Bryony and Sally’s festive cheer definitely
needs a boost, so it’s lucky that once upon a
Christmas, wishes really do come true…
The Little Selkie - K. M. Shea 2015-12-14
Dylan-a selkie-makes a terrible mistake when
she brashly chases an evil sea witch onto land.
Captured and stripped of her pelt-leaving her
unable to return to the sea in her sea lion bodyDylan's only chance of survival is to serve as the
sea witch's tool. Instead of allowing the sea
witch to use her selkie ability to control water,
Dylan asks a wandering enchantress to seal her
voice, rendering her unable to use her selkie
magic. Stranded-with no allies and no way to
contact her family-Dylan fears she will never
successfully steal her pelt back.Luckily, Dylan is
not alone. She is befriended by Prince Callan, a
kind, human prince whose country is being
pulverized by the sea witch. Combining the
strength of humans and the intelligence of the
selkies, the pair unites to save their people.But
when the storm is over will Dylan choose to stay
with Callan, or return to the sea and leave him
behind...forever?
Once Upon A Dystopia - Audrey M Stevens
2021-03-08
Vanity is a crime and Cinderella must wear a
mask. The big bad wolf puts on an armored suit
to battle extraterrestrials. Rapunzel is forced to
claim her throne and right the wrongs of the
past. Snow White goes insane in a world where
corporations have torn down the forests. Three
siblings cross a bridge in a post-apocalyptic
wasteland. In a genetically altered society, one
different girl will be hunted for her
imperfections... Proudly created by the authors
of Dystopian Ink, Once Upon A Dystopia: An
Anthology of Twisted Fairy Tales and Fractured
Folklore contains twenty stories of fairy tale and
folklore retellings that explore dystopian
once-upon-a-happy-ending-an-anthology-of-reimagined-fairy-tales

influence in literature. From Science Fiction
based futures to Fantasy kingdoms, the message
is clear: One person's utopia is another's hell.
For fans of The Twilight Zone, Black Mirror,
Hunger Games, and Unwind, the authors from
Dystopian Ink teamed up to bring you a
collection of tales that distort childhood favorites
into dystopian masterpieces. Works included:
Caught in the Siren's Wake - Audrey M. Stevens
Glass - Kathryn Jacques Big Bad Wolfe and the
Three Little P.I.G.G.s - Jared K. Chapman
Twisted - K.R.S. McEntire While They Sleep Heather Carson The Fairest Blade - L. B. Winters
Heterochromia - Mikhaeyla Kopievsky Wings Emily Pirrello The Bridge - Ginny Young The
Frozen Eye - Harry Carpenter Goldie Bear Emily VanOverloop Atlas: The Tale of Hanna and
Greta - A.K. Harris My Own Skin - Sherri Cook
Woosley Lieutenant Red Hood - Jordyn Kieft
Forever Young - Haleigh Diann HOOD: A
Grindhouse Robin Hood Tale - Jared K. Chapman
Jack, the Clock, and the Beanstalk- J. Lynn Hicks
The Piper - Christine French The Seven Kids Audrey M. Stevens Spinner's Song- Heather
Carson
A Goose Girl - K. M. Shea 2018-02-05
s a royal lady's maid, Rynn has one task: Escort
the princess of Astoria to her intended's
kingdom and return home. Unfortunately for the
former goose girl, the princess has other
plans.When her charge flees, Rynn's not only
forced to take the princess's place, but she must
also contend with a spiteful fairy horse, a good
dose of political intrigue, and Conrad?the
mysterious and all-too observant lord who
consumes more of her thoughts than he
should.But with war looming on the horizon,
Rynn stands to lose more than her heart. Can
she convince the princess to return, end the
charade, and make peace between the
kingdoms?More importantly, can she possibly
avoid a death sentence when the truth is
revealed?
Once Upon A Wish - Alethea Kontis 2021-02-12
Dreaming of a magical world? Your wish is our
command! These sixteen fairytale retellings from
bestselling authors will sweep you away into
enchanted lands where wishes have the power to
change lives. With wistful twists on Cinderella,
Snow White, Sleeping Beauty, and more, you'll
be enthralled by these all-new tales. Just be
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careful what you wish for... INCLUDES: The
Dust Wish - Alethea Kontis A prince attempting
to win the hand of a princess is helped by an
enthusiastic boy, a snarky maid, and a wishgranting dust bunny. Ashes to Ashes - Phaedra
Weldon Bounty Hunter Cynder's latest job is to
hunt down a Djinn who refuses to fulfill his third
wish. Not quite believing in such things as Wish
Givers (especially Fairy Godmothers), Cynder's
world capsizes when she discovers what that
third wish is all about. Wallina - Nikki Jefford A
beautiful orphan is adopted then imprisoned by
marriage-minded trolls, sorcerers, and faeries in
this magical adventure. Wicked Winds - Kasey
Mackenzie Dorrie Gale's been a ball of anxiety
since her mother was ripped away from her
arms by a Kansas twister, never to be seen
again. When wicked winds return over a decade
later only to sweep her away, Dorrie's forced to
believe that her mother's storybook tales are
actually true. The Fairest Shop of Them All Shawntelle Madison A tyrannical duchess makes
a dark wish, for her to have the fairest hat shop
of them all, but an orphan shopkeeper with
mystical goods stands in her way. Immortal Wish
- Colleen Gleason Lyla Harris lives at the bottom
of the Sea in the city of Atlantis…but she knows
there’s something else up there. When she
makes a wish to learn more, a whole new world
opens up for her. Unseen - Christine Pope After
the end of the world, an invisible benefactor
comes to Janna Sayers’ aid. But will her curiosity
about her mysterious guardian be her undoing?
First Snow - Alexia Purdy In the dead of winter,
Jonna is saved from the cold by an unlikely ally.
She's determined to rescue her family from the
clutches of an ancient witch who rules the
desolate frost lands and turns trespassers into
statues of ice. The Dreamer’s Curse - Rachel
Morgan When a wish bargain with the
Godmother goes wrong, Cress winds up cursed
to an eternal slumber. But a potion that gives
her the ability to travel through dreams may be
the key to her escape. The Lady of the Lake Julia Crane What would an otherworldly
creature want more than anything? To be
mortal, of course. The Lady of the Lake might
have bitten off more than she could chew. The
Wishing Thorn - Jamie Ferguson Leah never
believed in her Irish grandmother’s stories about
trees granting wishes, but after having her life
once-upon-a-happy-ending-an-anthology-of-reimagined-fairy-tales

turned upside-down, she decided to see if the
stories were real after all. She chose to make her
wish of a blackthorn: the tree of warfare and ill
omens, and the keeper of dark secrets... Woven
from Pure Starlight - Jenna Elizabeth Johnson
Caitlin’s glamour-infused hair has kept her from
living a life of her own since the death of her
mother. When a stranger arrives in the magical
forest near her home, Caitlin gets a chance at
friendship, love, and the most important thing of
all: freedom. Last Wish - C. Gockel Once upon a
time there was no death. Spirits walked among
humans, and giant game sustained them. But as
the world changed, something worse than death
came to the world. Heart of the Forest - Anthea
Sharp Pursuing an enchanted creature into a
magical forest, a prince discovers that his
heart’s desire isn’t what he thought… Pin Oak’s
Wish - Kay McSpadden Pin Oaks knows her
Grandmother Blue can grant wishes, but she’s
never needed one until now. It’s 1952, and the
young mountain healer wants her grandmother
to help her become a real city woman—and to
find her true love before he ships out for Korea.
Wish Upon a Straw - Devon Monk One magical
gold spinner, one kingdom full of dragons...
KEYWORDS: Once Upon A Time, Fairytale
Retellings, Rapunzel, Rumpelstiltskin, Coyote,
Arthurian Myths, Celtic Folklore, Historical
Fantasy, Faeries, Fae, Elves, Genies, Royalty,
Short Story Anthology, Fantasy Anthology, Short
Stories, Magic, Enchantment
Harlequin Special Edition April 2016 Box
Set 1 of 2 - Michelle Major 2016-04-01
Harlequin® Special Edition brings you three
new titles for one great price, available now!
These are heartwarming, romantic stories about
life, love and family. This Special Edition box set
includes: FORTUNE'S SPECIAL DELIVERY The
Fortunes of Texas: All Fortune's Children by
Michelle Major British playboy Charles Fortune
Chesterfield doesn't think he'll ever settle down.
That is, until he runs into a former girlfriend,
Alice Meyers, whose adorable baby looks an
awful lot like him… HOW TO LAND HER
LAWMAN The Bachelors of Blackwater Lake by
Teresa Southwick April Kennedy is tired of being
the girl Will Fletcher left behind. When he fills in
as the town sheriff for the summer, she plans to
make him fall for her, then dump him. But Cupid
has other plans for them both. AN OFFICER
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AND HER GENTLEMAN Peach Leaf, Texas by
Amy Woods Army medic Avery Abbott is
suffering from severe PTSD—and she needs
assistance, stat! Thanks to dog trainer Isaac
Meyer and Avery's rescue pup, Foggy, Avery
may have found the healing she requires—and
true love. Look for Harlequin Special Edition's
February 2016 Box set 2 of 2, filled with even
more stories of life, love and family!
Once Upon A Kiss - Sarra Cannon 2017-01-30
Once Upon a Crime - Edward Gorman 1998
Collects fairy tales with a wicked twist, featuring
the work of such mystery writers as Sharyn
McCrumb, Joan Hess, and John Lutz, in stories
that explore the themes of envy, jealousy, greed,
spite, revenge, and death
Once Upon a Winter Wonderland - Susan
May Warren 2022-10-06
Join USA Today best-selling author Susan May
Warren, award-winning author, Rachel D.
Russell, and best-selling Minnesota authors
Michelle Sass Aleckson and Andrea Christenson
in this delightful twist on Bing Crosby’s holiday
favorite song, Winter Wonderland. A Deep
Haven wedding at Christmas? With snow
glistening in the lane, sleigh bells ringing, and
all the world a winter wonderland—magical,
right? Or maybe not, because the snowstorm of
the century has buried their small town, and as
Vivien Calhoun and Boone Buckam fight the
sleet, snow, and ice, just about everything
can—and does—happen to skid their big day into
the ditch. It’ll take all their friends—and a few
strangers—to turn this Christmas wedding from
a blizzard to a beautiful sight in this charming
collection of novellas. Discover four enchanting
stories featuring old friends, and new, who
discover that there just might be a happy ending
waiting in this winter wonderland—if only they
can shovel their way out of trouble. Book 1: A
Beautiful Sight Vivien Calhoun has planned the
perfect wedding—and it had better be perfect,
because the prewedding day jitters have hit her
like a snowplow. Boone’s recent call-outs with
the Deep Haven Crisis Team haven’t helped. She
just needs a perfect day—and that starts with
the perfect dress. The perfect, custom-made
dress that she designed, herself. The dress that
she left with her seamstress…that has now gone
AWOL. It’s a race to find it before their date at
once-upon-a-happy-ending-an-anthology-of-reimagined-fairy-tales

the altar…but is the dress just an omen for a
wedding day disaster? Book 2: We’re Happy
Tonight Detective Duke Lowry hates Christmas,
and a wedding at Christmas is simply a double
whammy. But he’ll show up as Boone’s best man,
and he’ll take charge of Boone’s beloved
Mustang, getting it detailed and ready for
Vivien’s crazy picture idea. He’ll even put up
with Vivien’s quirky, somewhat annoying friend,
Zuri, from New York City. And then the Mustang
goes missing, and Zuri’s the last one to see it.
Suddenly, it’s up to Duke and Zuri to save the
day. And along the way, Zuri just might change
the Grinch into a guy with a heart of gold.
Maybe. Book 3: The Snow is Glistening “Keep
the guests happy and don’t burn down
anything.” These are Owen Christiansen’s
parting words to his cousin, Romeo Young,
before leaving him in charge of the Evergreen
Resort—and the Wilder wedding venue—while
the family vacations in Florida. But when the
blizzard hits, Romeo will have to keep the resort
running and the wedding on track. The last thing
he needs is a tag-along in the form of a guest.
But Owen did say to keep the guests happy…
Stella Brown can’t believe that she’s thirdwheeling on her parents’ second honeymoon, but
what’s a girl to do when her life is derailed?
Helping Romeo add some Christmas cheer to the
resort seems the right answer. But when her
“help” turns into horror, has she destroyed yet
another bright future? Book 4: Sleigh Bells Ring
Pastor Bob Brown feels frozen over. And not just
from the Minnesota cold. He’s numb from the
never-ending problems in his parish. He just
needs a break, okay? A getaway with his wife
seems the perfect Christmas holiday. And he’s
delighted to have his daughter, Stella, along.
Maybe he’ll even get some peace and quiet, and
hear, deep in his soul, his now-silent calling.
With their best friends recently divorced, and
Bob acting, well, weird, Margaret Brown fears
the worst. But with this getaway, she intends to
put some heat back into her chilly marriage.
Thank goodness their daughter seems to have
gotten the hint. The only one who remains
clueless is Bob. Maybe their love has turned icy,
no longer able to hear the love song from the
past. But she’s not going to give up… Spend
your Christmas in Deep Haven, where the sleigh
bells ring and love is listening, in Once Upon a
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Winter Wonderland.
The Matchmaker's Happy Ending - Shirley
Jump 2013-05-01
The Matchmaker's Happy Ending: An uplifting
new tale celebrating Mothers in a Million.
Professional matchmaker Marnie Franklin is
delighted when she finally finds a great guy for
her widowed mom—until she discovers that the
man's son is none other than Jack Knight.
Successful and dreamy-looking he may be, but
she blames Jack for destroying her father's
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business. With her mother totally smitten with
his dad, Marnie can't avoid Jack.… Well, not
without destroying her mom's well-deserved
happiness. Soon Jack is forcing her to reconsider
what really happened all those years ago. He's
determined to show her that her own Mr. Right
is indeed right under her nose! Reader
Favorite—Boardroom Bride and Groom Lawyer
Nick isn't used to spending his time at a
children's charity picnic, but it makes him see
his beautiful colleague Carolyn in a whole new
light.…
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